She’s The Man and Twelfth Night: Book Versus Movie
Comparative Essay
She’s The Man may be a beautiful and uproarious comedy recorded within the us. it had been
directed in 2002 by Andy Fickman and relies on the play the Twelfth night written and
composed by poet. within the film She’s The Man the main character, Viola Hastings, disguises
herself as a person and takes her brother’s place within the boys’ football game team. Her
intentions are to prove that women are capable of doing what boys do and during a approach
she succeeds to try to to simply that. From Shakespeare (8) the book Twelfth night is regarding
Viola, later adopts the name Cesario, WHO notice herself in an associate degree island
shipwrecked and separated from her twin brother Sebastian. The ship captain then garments
her as a boy so she would instead serve the Duke. The plot is that of a love triangle and plenty
of misconceptions.
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In the play, The Twelfth night and therefore the show She’s the One the character of Viola and
Cesario contend by Imogen Stubbs and Amanda Bynes severally are girls acting as men. They
each had their strengths and weaknesses throughout the show and therefore the play. They
pictured a person terribly effectively dynamical their appearances to appear like men so as to
fool alternative characters. Cesario used a pretend hair ad facial hair whereas Viola had
sideburns. they'd to deepen their voices to sound a lot of of men though at some purpose they
erroneously resorted back to their traditional voices.
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In the scene within the Twelfth night, wherever Cesario and Duke Orsino are pushing one
another around, the previous starts to squeal sort of a lady when losing management on the
geological formation. though similar things happen within the show on several occasions
moreover, one incident stands out. once the tarantula, Malvolio, Crawls into Viola’s area. They
characters is also delineated to be similar in several approach however they even have
variations.
In the film She’s The Man, Bynes uses a form of slang that's stereotyped and hardly in use
these days and might need been simple to spot she wasn't a person. She plays in even less
effectively once Duke shows up and therefore the two of them are sharing a spoken language.
She forgets her masculine role and is overcome by her needs for him. within the novel by
Shakespeare, it happens to the character Cesario again and again however not like Viola by
Bynes, she is best at concealment it.
The movie She’s The Man shows abundant of the overall plan of the initial Shakespearian
book, the Twelfth night. It also, illustrates the modification in female roles within the community
and society at giant, the most theme of the show being feminism. In the Shakespearian era and
time, the necessary, recognizable and powerful positions within the society were taken by men
and thus Viola in the Twelfth night disguises herself as a castrate so as to induce on the point of
Olivia, the noblewoman and therefore the Duke.
Viola within the Twelfth night realizes that she has caused Olivia to fall crazy along with her
accidentally. She says she is that the man as delineated by Shakespeare (12). She then
observes that by sporting male apparel she may be a creature that's each male and feminine
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which she is a poor creature. Similarly, Viola from the videodisk She’s The Man overhears a
spoken language Olivia confessing that she contains a crush on Sebastian, her male identity.
She is aghast and on staring at herself on the mirror, she smiles inattentively touching her face
and quickly involves reality with a jerk and wonders, “Oh boy.” She experiences a flash of crisis
even as Cesario will within the play.
The movie, She’s The Man, sticks to the characterization of the play and customarily follows
the narrative structure and solely modernizes the language and therefore the setting of the play
into a a lot of acquainted abstract script. but it doesn't follow the tragic events that are
delineated within the play. It emphasizes on comedy, overcoming the dark tones of
Shakespeare’s book to specializing in a pleasing heterosexual union within the final scene.
though the lady power message is communicated, the show by Fickman presents ultimately a
conservative reading of the play by Shakespeare by creating Viola embrace the trait historically
at the tip.
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The show borrows most names of each the characters and therefore the settings from the initial
play. though the names within the show don't essentially correspond to the characters live,
they're employed in a method or another. . Some statements within the script are borrowed from
the play for instance duke says; “Some are born nice, some deliver the goods greatness, and a
few have greatness thrust upon them”. (Shakespeare 37) this is often a quotation within the
letter Malvolio browse in the play the Twelfth night. The remake of the initial Shakespeare’s
play into a show loses most of the tragic impact far-famed in his literature. His main themes of
affection and death are subsided and it's hardly noticeable that the show was adopted from
Shakespeare’s work. but the plot of the play has typically been preserved.
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